
History has shown that neither 
the FED nor a recession can stop a 
commodity-driven inflation cycle.

Capital investment
is the only cure.

Our failure to learn from history 
is likely to depress capex and 

extend the inflationary cycle…

…consistent with historical 
periods of outperformance for 

commodity-levered investments.
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The misdiagnosis of how to manage today’s inflation is 
sowing the seeds for a lengthy commodity cycle

Excluding transitory money supply impacts, inflation is a product of the commodity investment 

(capex) cycle. Without capex, Fed hikes and recessions historically have not stopped inflation.

Misdiagnosed as “transitory” due increased money supply during COVID, inflation today is actually a 

result of multi-year underinvestment in commodities.

Using a proprietary 60-year economic, operating and financial dataset, we show the only cure for 

persistent (commodity-driven) inflation is a surge in capital investment.

The Fed’s current approach – raising rates to slow GDP in an attempt to reduce commodity prices –

has failed before in the early 1970s, and may reduce capex, extending the cycle.

Inflation has historically reduced broad market returns returns, but has also driven multi-year 

outperformance for commodity-levered sectors. With unprecedented societal, political and 

financial hostility to capex today, we see potential for a repeat of the huge outperformance of 1971-81.
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Capex is THE key variable for understanding commodity and 
inflationary cycles

One challenge in understanding inflation is 

that correlation does not imply causation…

…But we see that higher capex levels coincide 

with lower inflation rates 1 year later.

Even if we cannot prove causation, we see that 

inflation has persisted in hawkish policy 

environments and during weak GDP growth, 

but inflation almost NEVER exists in 

times of high drilling/mining capex.

Let’s walk through 60 years of inflation/capex 

history to examine our claim: that capex is 

truly the only cure for inflation.
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Fed hikes show limited impact, and recessions may 
deter capex, extending inflation – capex is the answer

1960-2022 1989-2022 (since the "Great Moderation")

Coin-flip odds
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Why is understanding the capex cycle so important for natural 
resource and energy investors?

When capex is lower, relative energy 

performance has historically been stronger…

…with 3-year trailing capex showing a stronger 

relationship and higher correlation to relative 

performance than actual oil prices!

As shown at lower left, the primacy of capex 

remains intact post-1986, with even stronger 

correlation.

This leads us to a powerful and unexpected 

conclusion: forecasts of GDP, interest rates, and 

oil prices – even good forecasts – may be less 

useful for investors than understanding the 

long-term capex cycle. 5
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Incredibly, knowing past capex been more useful for energy 
investors than accurately predicting current year oil price
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Even excluding the "inflationary experience" of the 1970s and 
1980s, capex remains the dominant variable
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60 years of inflation vs. the commodity 
capital investment (capex) cycle
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Inflation: a product of the commodity capex cycle

In fact, the inflation cycle and the capex cycle are 
inextricably linked

The
Inflation

Cycle

The inflation cycle 
has historically been 

defined by the level of 
commodity capex.

Complacency
Phase

Capex falls back to low 
levels as inflation is 

deemed a “thing of the 
past.”

Capex Falls

1961 to 1969
1987 to 2003
2019 to 2021

Tightening
Phase

Capex remains low due 
to weak economy, 

political interference, 
societal angst.
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1970 to 1974
2003 to 2011

2021 to ?

Investment
Phase

Capex increases as 
inflation remains high 
in the face of mediocre 

economic growth.

Capex Rises

1978 to 1982
2011 to 2014
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Over-
investment

Phase

Inflation falls, but 
capex remains high as 

economy improves, 
inflation fears linger.

1983 to 1986
2014 to 2019

1978 to 1982
2011 to 2014
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1960s: Low postwar inflation, oil production overcapacity 
bred low capex and complacency
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1961 to 
1969

Falling/Low CapexCapital Spending (Capex) vs. Inflation:

Headlines: cracks appear in postwar lull
1964 (below): warnings of under-
investment, in part due to complacency 
from quota-protected US oil prices

1966 (below): insiders express need to 
move beyond oil into nuke, shale, coal, 
solar, to diversify away from gov. 
control

1968 (right): CEO 
of Esso (Exxon) says 
ending import 
quotas would 
destroy US energy 
independence, 
putting the US in 
“the position 
Western European 
countries are in… 
they sure would love 
to get out of it.”

Artificial prices, low capex, low inflation: WWII
created excess US oil production capacity. To avoid a
postwar bust, quotas were used to support prices. Capex
was low given excess capacity. CEOs expressed discomfort
with price floors and low capex, but supported quotas,
fearing a flood of foreign imports and a collapse in domestic
profits. Political support grew for subsidy cuts.

1969 (above): in a refrain that 
will be heard from oil companies 
for decades to come, ex-CEO of 
Esso California (Chevron) 
expresses frustration that oil 
industry is “poorly understood,” 
its “profits are below average,” it 
is “accused of not paying its fair 
share of taxes,” and admits “we 
haven’t tried very hard to 
explain ourselves to the public.”
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Early 1970s: Despite inflation and an oil shock, tightening
economic conditions restrained capex
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Headlines: GDP up, oil supply down
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The economy accelerates into a oil shock: While GDP
soared after the 1970 recession, TX Railroad Commission
warned of the end of “excess capacity.” Majors’ demands
triggered Libyan nationalization in 1972, a prelude to 1973’s
Arab Oil Embargo. While 1973 is seen as a watershed, the
“Energy Crisis” was front page by ‘71. The launch of the EPA,
price controls, recession held capex low in 1973-74.

Capex vs. Inflation:

Feb 1972: TX RRC warns 
that state’s wells are under-
performing theoretical 
“excess capacity,” 
threatening price stability

1970 to 
1974

Jan 1971: OPEC (prior to its days as 
price-setter) expresses anger at 
receiving a fraction of oil prices 
received in western oilfields

Jan 1973 
(above): calls for 
new supply from 
offshore and 
Alaska as demand 
is doubling every 
~15 years given 
energy-intensive 
US GDP

From 1972 to 1974: ebullient 
assessments in 1972-73 (above) give 
way to dour forecasts of a sharp 
recession driven by higher oil prices 
by early 1974 (left)

May 1972 (below): oil CEOs strike 
negative tone on geopolitics, tighter 
environmental policies
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1974-1979: Regulations tighten and stocks are volatile despite 
strong profitability. Low capex extends inflation cycle
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Headlines: weak GDP, oil profits, angst
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Inflation falls with GDP: in a lesson to today’s
policymakers, falling GDP and rising rates increased
economic concerns and costs, prolonging underinvestment.
After backing price floors for years, Big Oil is victimized by
US gov’t price-setting as floors became caps. Price caps were
partially removed in 1973-75, but capex stayed low until the
Carter WH committed to price “decontrol” in 1978.

Capex vs. Inflation:

1974 to 
1979

1974 (left): “Tight money 
policies were intended to bring 
inflation under control, but had 
the effect of wrecking the housing 
market. And despite the money 
squeeze, inflation worsened”

Aug 1975 (left): “For all its 
problems, the oil industry remains 
one of the most profitable in the 
US.” Politicians attack the oil 
industry as it grapples with the 
recession, discouraging capex. 

Jul 1975 (left): 
Reflecting one of the 
stages of grief, 
politicians discuss 
“punishing” rather than 
fixing inflation, floating 
the idea of suing OPEC 
for uncompetitive price-
fixing practices

Oct 1976 (above): Constant threats 
to break up, sue, or tax “the petroleum 
industry, to which ordinary pressures 
of economics, law, and patriotism seem 
not to apply…”

Jul 1979 (above): After a brief respite during the 1977 
recession, inflation returned stronger.

Jul 1977 (above): As in every inflationary cycle, 
economically unfounded claims of “gouging” are 
pushed by politicians to bully energy suppliers.
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1979-1982: There is A New Hope and it’s not only at the box 
office – capex surges as regulations loosen
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Headlines: denial ends, capex begins

Capex rising

Controls end, capex becomes the cure: after years of
alternating between strategies of “hope” and “price controls”
as cures for inflation, 13% inflation ends the denial stage of
grief, and in 1978-79, Washington accepts that ending price
caps (“decontrol”) is key to more capex, and capex is the
only long-term cure for inflation. The result is surging capex
every year from 1978 through 1982.

Capex vs. Inflation:

1979 to 
1982

Mar 1979 
(right): 
Accepting that 
prices would 
likely rise in the 
short-term, the 
Carter WH 
accepts that 
ending the 
adversarial 
relationship 
with Big Oil and 
removing price 
controls is the 
only long-term 
fix for inflation

Jan 1981 
(right): 
Exxon’s 
aggressive 
capex 
reflects 
response to 
“decontrol” 
of oil prices, 
with 30-50% 
Y/Y capex 
raises 
common for  
industry

Feb 1981 (below): Inflation 
exceeds 13%, and the acceptance 
phase begins: “For years 
[inflation] crept along silently like 
a cat… Then it grew bolder… In the 
US, where high incomes limited its 
impact, it seemed only foreigners 
had seen inflation’s savage side. 
Now the beast is visible, a killer, 
public enemy No. 1”

Oct 1981 (below): Volcker takes 
credit for slowing inflation, while Fed 
governors note “slower increases in oil 
prices… contributed the most to decline 
in inflation to single-digit levels”
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1982-1986: Not the hero cited in textbooks… Big oil’s capex
blitz actually collapsed inflation… while Volcker got the credit
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Headlines: after oil collapse, GDP surgesLong-cycle capex pushes inflation to zero: by the late
1980s, Big Oil traveled full circle from backbone of the
postwar economy, to symbol of obscene global capitalism, to
a necessary evil, and finally an existential threat to the
Western world. Yet, Big Oil’s unprecedented capex blitz
ended inflation, resulting in a 70% collapse in oil price and a
1980s GDP boom, free of inflationary threats.

Capex vs. Inflation:

1982 to 
1986

Nov 1983 (below): GDP was expected to stay weak, given sky-high interest 
rates. As GDP shot up and inflation stayed low, Volcker got the credit.
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Dec 1984 
(right): 
OPEC 
members 
struggle to 
agree on 
plan to 
stem the 
decline in 
oil prices. 
Concerns 
about the 
“credibility 
of OPEC.”

Aug 1982 (below): a prescient article laid 
out fundamental reasons why oil would 
likely reverse after a 10x move to $34/bbl.

Dec 1984 
(right): 
Then-unknown 
investor Ray 
Dalio explains 
how declines in oil 
will prompt rapid 
rate cuts in 1985, 
fueling further 
growth.

Jul 1984 
(left): 
Articles on 
falling 
inflation 
highlight the 
role of the 
Fed, with 
less mention 
of the crucial 
decline in oil 
prices.
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1986-2003: Lengthy period of price stability from the 1980s 
to 2000s led to a wave of mega-mergers, low organic capex
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1986 to 
2003

Falling/Low CapexCapex vs. Inflation:

Headlines: few mourn the fall in oil

Jan 1986 (below): collapse in oil prices 
gives rise to deflationary warnings as 
excessive capex drove oil prices down 
nearly 70% in 1986

Almost 2 decades without inflation: the epic
overinvestment of the 1980s led to nearly 2 decades of
relatively smooth economic sailing with PPI inflation
remaining between -1% and 4% from 1981 through 2003,
despite sustained GDP growth. Structural inflation was
gone, even with capex near 1960s lows, providing the world
with ample room to accommodate emerging market growth.

1986-2003 (below): A 
series of mega-mergers 
across ~15 years were 
viewed as necessary to 
survive (and cut capex). BP 
bought Sohio (1987), Amoco 
(1998) and ARCO (2001); 
Chevron bought Texaco 
(2001); Exxon joined Mobil 
(1998); Conoco was spun by 
Dupont (1998), to merge 
with Phillips (2001).

Dec 1999 (above): In a lesson that has 
been re-taught over and over again, GDP 
growth – and the then-longest expansion 
since WW2 - did little to stimulate oil price.
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2003-2011: Decades of underinvestment and global demand 
growth started a brief inflationary cycle; capex quickly surged
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Headlines: oil in a geopolitical lens
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China pushes oil to 1970s levels: With an extremely
dovish Fed, tightening conditions in the 2000s came as a
result of the Great Financial Crisis. Despite weak GDP
growth and EU debt crises, PPI made post-1986 highs in
2011. In stark contrast to the 1970s and 1980s, politicians
and Wall Street welcomed capex, accelerating Shale
development and limiting inflationary fallout.

Capex vs. Inflation:

2003 to 
2011

Jan 2003 (below): Disruptions 
in Venezuela, Iraq drag on supply

Oct 2011 (below): Oil markets 
begin to re-orient to a new bi-
polar world where Chinese and 
US demand are comparable

Oct 2009 
(left): …but 
oil’s recovery 
post-GFC was 
surprisingly 
rapid, due to 
tight supply 
after a lengthy 
period of low 
capex

Dec 2008 
(right): 
Recession 
was expected 
to depress oil 
prices…

Jun 2011 
(right): US 
releases SPR 
barrels in light 
of oil price 
strength 
through Euro-
zone Crisis.

Dec 2006 
(right): Shale oil 
begins to attract 
attention

Sep 2011 
(above): 
national 
security experts 
focus imports of 
foreign oil
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2011-2014: With the support of Wall Street and a supportive 
regulatory environment, capex ramps back to near-peak levels
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Headlines: Shale surges, upending markets

Capex rising

Shale “breakthrough” incites capex binge: Constantly
vigilant of inflationary threats after the nightmare of the
1970s and 1980s, and in-line with America’s post-9/11 anti-
OPEC stance, Wall Street and policymakers encourage an
aggressive capex response to $100/bbl oil. Mid-2000s
success in gas Shale development grows into a nearly-$1
trillion drilling boom by 2014.

Capex vs. Inflation:

2011 to 
2014

Dec 2013 
(right): 
Obama WH 
proposes an 
end to the 40-
year old oil 
export ban, a 
recognition of 
increased US 
oil production 
capacity.

Nov 2013 
(below): 
wrongheaded belief 
that Shale was 1) 
low-cost, 2) “too 
small to matter” 
helped contribute 
to excessive capex 
despite low 
inflation.

Dec 2012 (left): 
Shockingly, with inflation 
low and the War on 
Terror winding down, 
few non-specialized 
commentators noted the 
potential for a seismic 
geopolitical shift as North 
America went from oil 
importer to exporter.

Jun 2014 (right): Over 10 years 
after the commercialization of gas 
Shale, the potential for Shale to 
transform the US into a 1960s-
style export-driven economy 
gained wider acceptance. 

Mar 2014 
(below): 
before the oil 
price crash, 
there was 
brief bi-
partisan 
hope that US 
oil could be a 
tool for the 
promotion of 
peace and 
democracy
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2014-2020: “Great historic facts appear twice: first as 
tragedy, second as farce”: Shale drives capex to 1980s levels
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Headlines: oil’s lost political importanceShale-driven overinvestment crushes oil: If 1970s
regulations restrained capex, causing a 10-year inflation
cycle, the 2010s saw a 1980s-style capex surge, despite low
inflation and weak oil prices. Without demand to match
shale’s production surge, from 2018-2020 the industry sold
an illusory low-cost story to Wall Street, using low interest
rates to fund high capex despite near-zero inflation.

Capex vs. Inflation:

2014 to 
2020
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War on Terror faded from 
public consciousness, oil’s 
strategic and economic 
importance, commonplace 
for 60+ years, is replaced 
with articles on 
environmental damage, 
greed, financial 
incompetence.
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2020-2022: Capex dollars dry up after the oil industry cried 
wolf (and extensively over-invested) prior to the pandemic
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Headlines: once an albatross, energy soarsOil forced to self-fund at the worst time: Judging by
the graph below, 2020-2022 is as bad as the worst of the
1970s-80s. Unlike the 1970s, today’s low capex is due to
Wall Street, as capital vanished after the 2014-2020 capex
splurge. Low valuations have made equity funding
prohibitive, while bank lending has tightened given large
COVID-era losses, plus increased ESG-driven banking rules.

Capex vs. Inflation:

2020 to 
Today

Falling/Low Capex
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gApr 2020 (below): rather than the technical glitch it was, the 
negative price of oil was widely interpreted as a judgment on the 
industry’s profligacy and its product’s near-worthlessness.

May 2022 (above): with energy prices soaring, the economic case is clear 
for more capex. Energy companies and commentators remain focused on 
responding to the intense social (and financial) pressure to do less, not more.

Jul 2022 (right): instead of regulations of the 1970s, 
today’s low capex is largely explained by a movement 
to divest from and restrict activities of the energy 
industry. Improbably, it is supported by many 
investors. The result will be a prolonged inflationary 
cycle, similar to 1970s-1980s, until capex is once 
again considered financially (and socially) acceptable.

Nov 2021 (above): given the social 
unacceptability of advocating for 
more drilling, ineffectual short-term 
band-aids, such as the Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve, are advocated by 
politicians to address structural 
underinvestment.
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Today: Capex is undershooting the inflation rate at a level not 
seen since the 1970s
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Wall St. and Washington deter capex1970s return as we repeat our mistakes: Despite clear
signals that underinvestment is the main cause of our new
inflationary experience, we are sleepwalking back to the
1970s. Both eras saw disruptive geopolitics (Arab
Embargo/Russia), markets remain enthralled by the last bull
market (Nifty Fifty then/FAAMG now), politicians threaten
taxes and price caps instead of encouraging investment.

Capex vs. Inflation:

Today

Low Capex
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g2022 (below): unable or unwilling to learn from history, 
policymakers and investors view the extractive industry as cause 
of, rather than solution to, inflation
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Wait… can capex really be more 
impactful than the Fed?



Is it possible that the Fed’s much-vaunted status as “guardian 
against inflation” is a myth?

20

If GDP doesn’t influence long-term inflation, why would the Fed be able to? The argument that the Fed has little control over long-
term inflation isn’t as controversial as it seems and there’s little evidence to support the Fed’s supposed control over inflation. 

The Roaring 70s. Carter’s economic miracle. The 2011 Sovereign Debt Boom. Doesn’t ring a bell? That’s because GDP and inflation 
show little long-term relationship. High commodity prices and elevated inflation generally weakens GDP growth. Meanwhile, strong GDP growth 
– 1960s, 1990s, 2010s – often coincide with weak periods for commodity prices.
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The Volcker Fed’s victory over inflation, enshrined in 40 years 
of Federal Reserve lore, might have been just a myth
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The “Do Nothing" 1970s Fed and Volcker’s Fed both hiked 
aggressively, slowing GDP, but inflation was slow to fall. This 
changed when Volcker benefitted from a +93% jump in capex

Burns-Miller Fed (74-79) Volcker 1st Term (79-83) % Change under Volcker

Relying on economic contraction to halt steady 

increases in inflation, the 1970s Fed was 

remembered as a failure.

Volcker’s Fed followed nearly the same policy, 

moving from a then-record 2% annual hike pace 

to 2.5%… GDP growth collapsed, but inflation 

was still slow to fall in 1979-81.

The key difference was that Volcker presided over 

the largest increase in drilling/mining capex in 

American history.

Surging capex gave Volcker a chance Burns and 

Miller never got – to cut rates rapidly without 

suffering an inflationary resurgence.
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How can the capex cycle help guide 
resource and energy investments?



GDP and the Fed appear less impactful to the commodity cycle 
than commonly believed… but what matters for investors?

Our case study suggests a powerful conclusion: capex is the key variable for understanding 

commodity cycles. Typical indicators – GDP growth, Fed policy – appear much less useful.

The overreliance on demand-oriented metrics has influenced investment processes as well, 

leading to an excessive focus on commodity price and GDP forecasting. These forecasts are not 

particularly useful for investors, even when done well.

We find that the patterns of inflation (which is driven by levels of recent-year capex) are 

similar to multi-year patterns of relative energy performance vs. broad equity markets. 

One key takeaway for investors is that when trailing capex is low, relative performance 

for commodity-levered investments tends to be positive.

We believe that longer-term investors can focus on long-term capex trends to guide 

investments, with less attention on volatile demand forecasts.
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For inflation vs. capex, today’s environment is comparable to 
early 1970s – huge energy outperformance and high volatility
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to today - ushered in secular (and turbulent) outperformance
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Investing at peak capex in the 80s, energy investors would lag 
the 1980s and 1990s bull markets, inflamed by the tech bubble
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Investing in the low capex era of the early 2000s generated 
outperformance
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The excessive capex of the shale era – in a period of already-
low inflation – crushed relative returns until 2020
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6o years of data suggests capex drives inflation and relative 
energy equity performance – and today looks like the early 70s
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Can the investing lessons from a 60-year energy dataset be 
extrapolated to other natural resource industries?

While our 60-year North American Energy 

dataset offers the most extensive history, we can 

also examine other natural resources sectors 

starting in 1990.

Strikingly, we find that metals and mining 

stocks – despite different economic exposures, 

commodity price cycles, and greater exposure to 

China – are also more sensitive to the capex 

level than they are to absolute commodity price.

Again, our conclusion appears to apply: the 

capex cycle appears a more useful input vs. 

demand-oriented commodity price forecasts.
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For global natural resource sectors outside of our 60+ year 
North American dataset, our powerful findings hold
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Capex (measured 
here as capex/CFFO) 
has been a stronger 
indicator of ROIC 
(actual corporate 
returns) and equity 
returns (stock market 
performance) than 
an accurate
commodity forecast.

This suggests that 
there is a better way 
to invest than 
“buying commodity 
dips” (did not work 
in 1960s, 1985-95, 
2015-19) or “selling 
commodity rallies” 
(did not work in 
1974-78, 2005-2012).
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In conclusion – today’s 1970s-style capex deficit has powerful 
implications for investors and politicians alike

In this report, we have shown that capital investment – not the Fed, and not GDP growth – has 

driven the inflationary cycle of the last 60+ years, and is driving our current bout of inflation. 

The habit of attributing inflation to demand-side forces in the economy is not only inaccurate, 

but counterproductive, as a demand-centric understanding of inflation encourages monetary 

policymakers or politicians to enact policies which can discourage capital investment.

If capital investment in commodity-oriented sectors offers the only exit from a bout of 

inflation, then today’s 1970s-style environment – where society, government and financial 

markets are hostile to commodity producers – is likely to persist for the foreseeable future.

While no two cycles look exactly alike, the low-capex 1960s and 1970s ushered in a decade (and 

hundreds of percentage points) of commodity-levered outperformance.

Thank you, as always, for reading! - the Recurrent Team
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Presentation Notes and Sources

• All research presented above is a product of Recurrent Research.

• Capex: Long-term data US drilling/mining capex are sourced from the “Private 
Fixed Investment: Nonresidential structures – mining exploration shafts and 
wells dataset. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). These data are adjusted for 
inflation by Bloomberg, accessed under RFPIMINI Index.

• Inflation: All references to inflation reflect the Producer Price Index (PPI), as 
compiled by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). PPI reflects costs incurred by 
US producers to deliver goods and services, and excludes imported goods and 
services purchased by Americans but includes items produced in the US for 
export, making PPI a suitable comparable for US drilling/mining capex.

• Energy Equity Performance: represented by the S&P 500 Energy Index 
beginning in 1989. From 1961 to 1989, the presentation uses an equal-weight 
index of equity returns of the largest Fortune 500 energy companies, including 
Exxon, Mobil, Texaco, Gulf, Amoco, Shell Oil, Atlantic Richfield, Chevron, 
Phillips Petroleum, Marathon Oil, Occidental Petroleum, Conoco, BP America 
(fmr Standard Ohio), and the Sun Oil Company.

• Slide 4 shows the coincidence of below-average Producer Price Index (PPI) 
inflation readings 12 months following periods of US drilling/mining capex being 
in the top 25% of the historical (1960-2022) range, as well as during periods when 
the Fed is raising rates, measured by an increase on the previous 12 months, and 
when GDP growth is in the bottom quartile of the 62 year range. All data accessed 
via Bloomberg.

• Slide 5 graphs show the coincidence of relative energy stock market returns with 
capex and oil price. Performance outcomes are shown for the 1961-2022 and 
1990-2022 periods. “Bottom quartile” reflects when capex discipline was lowest 
(i.e. real capex was highest) and when real oil prices were lowest.

• Slide 8 through Slide 17: all capex and PPI metrics are as described above. All 
articles are pulled from the TimesMachine, New York Times digital archives.

• Slide 18 includes Bloomberg and New York Times articles, as well as a Rig Count 
vs. WTI Oil Price graph which includes Baker Hughes Rig Count data and was 
accessed from Bloomberg.

• Slide 20 includes GDP data from the BEA accessed via Bloomberg, and Fed Funds 
data accessed from St. Louis Fed FRED Economic Data website. 

• Slide 21 includes GDP data, Fed Funds data, Consumer Price Index (CPI) and PPI 
inflation data, and capex data as mentioned above or from the BEA. All data 
accessed from Bloomberg.

• Slide 24 performance data reflects Energy Equity performance (as discussed 
above) vs. to the S&P 500 excluding energy. This was primarily to control for 
periods in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when energy approached 30% of the 
entire S&P 500 and heavily skewed S&P 500 Index returns. All S&P data retrieved 
from Bloomberg.

• Slide 25 reflects inflation, capex, and performance data as discussed above.

• Slide 26 reflects 30+ years (1990-2022) of performance compared to the real 
price of copper and oil, as well as compared to real industry capex over this time 
period. Company level capex for Metals and Mining is normalized over currencies 
and inflation using a measure of Capex/Depreciation. Metals and Mining includes 
Freeport McMoran, BHP, Rio Tinto, Glencore, Phelps Dodge (pre Freeport 
merger), Vale, Teck Resources, Anglo American, Fortescue Mining Group, Xtrata, 
First Quantum, Antofagasta, Alcoa, Southern Copper, Albemarle, and Arcelor.

• Slide 27 reflects actual financial performance (measured by ROIC = operating 
profit / assets net of working capital) of the oil and metals sectors, using the 
metals universe mentioned above, as well as an oil universe of Amoco, Mobil, 
Occidental, Chevron, Conoco, BP, Royal Dutch Shell, Hess, Anadarko, Equinor, 
Atlantic Richfield, Texaco, Unocal, Burlington Resources, Pioneer Natural 
Resources, Devon Energy, EOG Resources, and Chesapeake Energy. 

• Company level data is sourced from Bloomberg, as well as the Department of 
Energy (DOE) Energy Industry Performance Profiles 1974-2009.
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